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INTRODUCTION - WHAT IS CHRISTIAN EDUCATION AND WHY IS IT NEEDED?
This paper explores some of the reasons for the need of Christian
education and what the task of Christian education should be at the Carrie
Steele Pitts Home.
Christian education enables each person to experience the reality
and love of God and to respond in faith and love. Christian education per¬
mits one to make a commitment to God and strive to become fully human as he
or she seeks to reach his highest potential of self-fulfillment. It is my
feeling that Christian education is vital in the development of black youth
in this country, because of the very nature of oppression in this country. I
also feel that Christian education is a means of liberating the minds of the
oppressed, for this was the very nature of Jesus Christ ministry - to liberate.
Christian theology is a theology of liberation.
It is a rational study of the being of God in the world
in light of the existential situation of an oppressed
community, relating the focus of liberation to the essence
of the gospel, which is Jesus Christ. This means that its
sole reason for existence is to put into ordered speech
the meaning of God's activity in the world, so that the
community of the oppressed will recognize that their inner
thrust for liberation is not only consistent with the
gospel but is the gospel of Jesus Christ. 1
This process of liberation can only come about through the process of
Christian education which has as its primary concern the concept of change. The
idea of Christian education is to let man view God's activity in the life of men
and how God is still active in the life of men today. It is be these means that
man becomes aware of his life situation and is therefore able to better his life.
It is rather God's active involvement in history,
making right what men have made wrong. The consistent theme
in Isreaellte prophecy is Yahwah's concern for the lack of
social economic, and political justice for those who are
poor and unwanted in the society....God reveals himself as
the God of liberation of the oppressed. 2
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God is active in the life of men and the only way to learn of his activity is
through the process of Christian education.
It is the purpose of this curriculum plan to cause each person to
experience the love and reality of God and to permit him or her to become
fully human as he seeks to reach his highest potential of self-fulfillment
in the world.
This highest potential of self-fulfillment of which I speak cannot
be reached according to Christian education that has been bound to the white
middle class value system, which has for so long falsely taught Christian
values. The results of this method is a curriculum that encourages conformity
to established patterns of our society and strengthen oppression. This
currlrulum plan is not constructed to teach morals or the rights and wrongs
of our society, but it is constructed to meet the needs and focus on the
invisible chains that bind the mind to a state of oppression.
CHRISTIAN EDUCATION AT THE CARRIE STEELE PITTS HOME - THE EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN
The Carrie Steele Pitts Home is located at 667 Falrburn Road in Atlanta,
Georgia. The children at the Carrie Steele Pitts Home are of unique backgrounds;
they are persons from homes where parents have been classified as "unfit" from
homes where parents are unable to care fer the child, or children^properly. It
is for this reason that I have choosen to refer to the children at the Carrie
Steele Pitts Home as exceptional persons for:
Exceptional persons are those whose needs are not met in
routine ways. For some reason special services or methods
are required to help them realize their potential.
Exceptionality has become a very specialized term for use in
special education. Specialist in education of exceptional
persons have found it useful to understand the type of
handicapping present in persons and the factors which will
determine what nonrountine attention will be required. 3
The very existence of such a home suggest that the needs of the children
demand special attention, attention that they did not receive in the home.
The environment of Carrie Steele Pitts is not the environment of the
"average" home (and I used the term average very loosley) but is classified as an
institution. The children are housed in cottages that closely resemble a house as
opposed to a dormitory. The cottages are equipped with bathrooms, bedrooms, which
housed from two to four children, and a living room area.
The children at the home are housed according to age, and for the older
children, age and sex. The dinning area is housed in a building that also has
offices for the social workers, recreation area, and study rooms. These factors
are criteria enough to classify the children as the exceptional children because
their needs of food, clothing, and shelter are not met in the "routine" (average)
way, therefore the children at the house are aware that their process of
socialization differs from that of their peers in their school steetlng. Since
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these persons at the Carrie Steele Pitts Home are inunisual environment,
they must be dealt with in an unusual manner.
The most outstanding characteristic that was evident in the students
that I worked with, was the demand for special attention, attention that can
not be given at the home. It is my desire that the curriculum plan that I
have constructed does incorporate the personal attention which is needed to
meet the needs of these children.
Exceptional persons do not differ a great deal from the rest of the
world, it is just that situations in life have caused them not to develope
to maximum potential. There are situations in life that causes these persons,
known as exceptional, to be oppressed.
The exceptional child (or children) are by no means juvenile delinquents,
but by the same token society has not been kind to them either. It is just that
total development has been limited or thwarted at some point, therefore they too
are subject to an oppressed situation.
Everyone depends on survival and wholesome motivation
upon acceptance and love from those upon whom he is dependent
for his nurture and all need to live with others in relationships
which affirm their value and worth. No one can become whole in
isolation...Every persons must come to have a clear and realistic
picture of himself... Each needs to find an identity, a sense of
who he himself is, to know significant being apart from and in
relationships to other being. He must experience both freedom
and discipline to become a self-disciplined person. These
characteristics are true of exceptional persons. 4
The point becomes vividly clear that the children of the Carrie Steele
Pitts Home can, without question, be characterized as exceptional persons and
oppressed persons, because of the characteristics listed above. Just as
identity is a factor of consideration to the exceptional persons, so it is
to the oppressed person; just as the exceptional persons needs an affirmation
of their value and worth, so it is with the oppressed; just as the exceptional
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persons need both freedom and discipline so it is with the oppressed. Therefore,
I would affirm the fact that Christian education is needed in a very special
way at the Carrie Steele Pitts Home to meet the needs of the exceptional and
to liberate the minds of the oppressed.
The children at Carrie Steele Pitts are not exceptional in the traditional
manner, in that-they are socially exceptional as opposed to some physical or mental
handicapped such as, speech problems, impaired hearing, vision, or crippled. Due
to the fact that they are exceptional - special attention must be given to
curriculum content, materials, and competence of the staff. Many exceptional
persons can be lifted from their state of oppression when special resources are
provided. The special resources provided in this case is the Christian education
program.
It may be difficult to understand at this point the relationships between
institutional living and my classification of exceptional and oppressed persons -
but it is a fact that living conditions affect educational opportunities adequate
for even the basic requirements of an Independent life in our society. In his
book. The Culturally Deprived Child, Frank Riesman maintains that in 1950 about
one child out of every ten in the fourteen largest cities of the United States
was culturally deprived, but in 1960 this figure had risen to one in three. He
goes on to show that between 1950 and 1957, 97% of our population growth as a
nation took place in and around these same large cities where about one-sixth
of the total population resides.
How does this statement support my theory that the children of Carrie
Steele Pitts are exceptional and oppressed? First of all children need
stimulation perceptually and verbally from their parents, first, other adults,
other children, and their surroundings. If the children have no family
structure, regardless of how hard the staff tries to depict family life.
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then a need is not being met. A houseparent is not a mother or father.
Moreover the children at Carrie Steele Pitts are learning defeat
and failure, both by comparing themselves with other children in their school
setting that have a family structure, and knowing that they have homes that
they are unable to live in with their family.
Results of these adverse influences, which were apparent to me in
my four months stay at the home, are, a failure to learn how to deal with
life's situations, anti-intellectualism develops, lack of * self-awareness,
personal efficacy, and personal responsibility. All of this develops
because there is no motivation from the family structure, because there
is no family structure. I therefore contend that Christian education
will help to meet some of the needs that these exceptional and oppressed
children encounter.
THE PROPOSED CURRICULUM PLAN IN CHRISTIAN EDUCATION
FOR THE CARRIE STEELE PITTS HOME
What are the crucial needs of black children and youth as viewed
from the perspective of Christian education? Before this question can be
answered with any accuracy, first one must be able to describe the situation
out of which the crucial needs grow.
It is my feelings that the most critical need of black children
and youth is self-awareness. To act effectively in this society - you
must first be aware of who you are, what you are about, and why. All
persons need a sense of purpose and direction. The sense of purpose and
direction of which I speak must be planted within black people early in life,
namely during childhood or young adults years. Self-awareness must be
externally imposed or self generated. If you share my ideas that the
youth of the Carrie Steele Pitts Home are "exceptional" children, then
self-awareness must come from an external source and that external source
is Christian education. To express my point in another manner, the situation
out of which the crucial needs grow at the Carrie Steele Pitts Home is that
which causes me to classify the children there as "exceptional children."
The term self-awareness refers to a means of communication which
links thoughts to actions. Very often our thoughts and actions are not
consistent, what we say and what we do are not linked together. If we
think we can do something — why don't we put our thoughts into action,
is this not faith?
What do I want out of life? What am I? How can I be at my best?
What consequences will I encounter? These are all questions of self-
awareness and the beginning of liberation, which is rooted in Christian
7
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education. Self-awareness is a product of the mind and is seen in our
actions and the most effective means of self-awareness is through the
Gospel.
Black people, and particularly the young, must have a sense of
personal efficacy which is another crucial need. The term personal
efficacy refers to knowing clearly and accurately the procedures needed
to achieve certain goals and developing a means of dealing with factors
that might deter from achieving a goal. Personal responsibility is
related to a sense of personal efficacy in that a persons must feel
responsible for his actions and for the effect of those actions.
Now the question comes to mind, just how can these needs of the
"exceptional" child be met through Christian education? In dealing and
describing the needs of the exceptional child it is my intention to
focus on the state of mind that tends to shackle and bind black youths
to an oppressed state. The gospel of Jesus Christ is of a liberating
nature for it grew out of an oppressed situation. When-ever and where-
ever you find a group of people that have a state of mind that tends to
shackle and bind them, the gospel is purposeful in the process of
liberating those minds.
The question at this point is where do you begin in this process
of liberation. The situation is unique - namely a group of children
from broken homes, homes where parents (or parent) have been declared
unfit, or where the children are just not wanted and the question is
how do you deal with the crucial needs of; self-awareness, personal
efficacy, and personal responsibility.
Both Paulo Freier, in his book Pedagogy of the Oppressed, and James Cone,
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in his book; A Black TheoloRV of Liberation strongly suggest that you must first
reach people where they are before you can lift them to where they could be.
Within this statement lies the first step In the solution to dealing with the
exceptional children of the Carrie Steele Pitts Home.
The task of Christian education Is to help give these children a sense
of direction. The objective of Christian education given by the Cooperative
Currlrulum Project In their book, A Design for Teaching-Learning states;
The objective for Christian education Is that
all persons be aware of God through his self-
disclosure, especially his redeeming love as
revealed In Jesus Christ, and that they respond
In faith and love - to the end that they may know
who they are and what their human situation means,
grow as sons of God rooted In the Christian
community, life In the spirit of God In every
relationship, fulfill their common dlsclpleshlp
In the world, and abide In the Christian hope. 5
This sense of direction must help give these children a meaningful experience,
which helps to produce positive views of the self. Since the objective of
Christian education Is to make people aware of who they are, what they are
about and what their human situation mean - one must therefore - conclude
that perhaps the answer for the exceptional child Is Christian education.
Christian education should take an active role In meeting the needs
of this black community - Carrie Steele Pitts Home. The black youth of this
home are caught In a cycle of not really knowing why their situation exist.
I am not for one moment negating the fundamentals of guidance used by the
staff at Carrie Steele Pitts Home, however, I am suggesting that a guidance
program Is more effective, meaningful, and purposeful when It Is rooted In
the gospel. Christian education should be available at Carrie Steele as a
center for study and thought about life and the activity of God In the life
of men. Christian education should be available at Carrie Steele to promote
a greater sense of community In the lives of these Individuals. Christian
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education should be available to those individuals to promote a greater sense
of self-awareness, personal efficacy and personal responsibility.
History has shown us that Christianity has been a vital means of
liberation for many generations and I feel that it could chart the directions
of the youth of the Carrie Steele Pitts Home. All of what I have stated is




The objective of this Curriculum Plan for the Carrie Steele Pitts Home
is the objective of Christian education.
The objective of Christian education is that all
persons be aware of God through his self-disclosure,
especially his redeeming love as revealed in Jesus
Christ and that they respond in faith and love - to
the end that they may know their human situation
means, grow as sons of God rooted in the Christian
community, live in the spirit of God in every
relationship, fulfill their common disclpleship
in the world, and abide in the Christian hope. 6
Furthermore the objective of the Curriculum Plan will be to chart the
minds of those persons subjected to the lack of awareness of God; to promote self-
awareness, personal efficacy, and personal responsibility. Also the aim of this
Curriculum Plan will be to serve as the springboard to common disclpleship and
harmony within this given community.
The characteristics of the objective will be, first, to reflect the
convictions of the Christian faith - that is the awareness of God's love and respond
in faith and love to one another. Secondly, the characteristics of the objective
will be in the language of Christian vocabulary.
The overall objective is to deal with the basic questions of: Who am I?
Why am I here? Where am I going? How can I better my own personal situation? What
is my relationship to God? All of these questions are personal questions, but within
the answers of these questions — lies the means of liberation of the mind and it
further aid in charting the direction of these Individuals.
II. The Scope of the Curriculum
The scope of the curriculum is used to define what is best dealt with




The scope will deal with the environmental social and religious
development of the children at the Carrie Steele Pitts Home.
A better understanding of the curriculum is found in this quote from
Cooperative Curriculum Project in, A Design for Teaching and Learning.
The function of the Scope is the Design of the Curriculum
is to provide a standard of comprehensiveness for the
curriculum.... The term scope of curriculum is used to
describe what is appropriate to be dealt with in the
curriculum. 7
The scope of the curriculum is dealt with in a general sense in that it
may define the broader field, or it refers to what may be dealt with, for it includes
the possibilities of the curriculum.
III. The Delineation of the Scope
A. The divine - which refers to man's and his relationship to God.
Here in the curriculum, emphasis will be placed on God's activity
in the life of man.
B. The human - this area refers to man's relationship to man. The
emphasis here is to show the children the importance of inter¬
action with one another, just as God Interacts with us in area A.
C. The natural - here the emphasis is man's relationship to the world.
The curriculum will be also designed to show how each child, on a
personal level, has a role to play in the world for its improvement.
*(The execution of this curriculum is under the heading of
Methodology)
The Cooperative Curriculum Project suggest five areas and a general description of
each of the areas. The areas are very closely related to the delineation of the
scope that I would used, therefore I will list them without explanation of
Methodology.
A. Life and Its Setting: the meaning and experience of existence
B. Revelation: the meaning and experience of God's self-disclosure
C. Sonship: the meaning and experience of redemption
D. Vocation: the meaning and experience of dlscipleship
E. Church: the meaning and experience of Christian Community
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Each of the above topic areas are divided into themes as suggested by
C.C.P. (Cooperative Curriculum Project)
A. Life and Its Setting:
1. Man Discovering and accepting Himself
2. Man Living in Relationship with Others
3. Man's Relation to the Natural Order
4. Man's Involvement in Social Forces
5. Man's Coping with Change and the Absolute
6. Man's Creativity within Life's Daily Routines
B. Revelation:
1. God speaks in man's search for Meaning beyond Himself
2. The Living God seeks man
3. The Gracious God judges and Redeems
4. The Sovereign God dwells with man
5. God speaks to man through the Scripture
6. God acts through the church to make himself known
7. God speaks to man through the Natural Order
C. Sonship:
1. God's Redeeming Love for man
2. Man's responding to God's Redemptive action
3. Becoming a new person in Christ
4. Growing up in Christ
5. Finding Identity in the Christian Community
6. The Christian's Hope rests in the Triumphant God
D. Vocation:
1. God's call to responsible decision
2. Called to serve one's neighbor
3. The Stewardship of life and work
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4. Discipline in the Christian Life
5. Joined in Dlsclpleship in the world
6. Toward the Kingdom of God
E. The Church:
1. Christians are Bound Together in God's Love
2. God's continuing action in and through his people
3. The Church Permeating Society
4. Extending Reconciliation and Redemption
5. The Church lives by worship
6. The Christian Community Mobilizing for Mission
7. Preparing and Equipping for Ministry
As stated - the above were taken from Cooperative Curriculum Project and
are cited here in under that persons may be familiar with areas that may be dealt
with in the scope of the curriculum.
The Context of the Curriculum
The context of this curriculum will be Christian education at the Carrie
Steele Pitts Home. It is not the purpose of this curriculum to transform the
Carrie Steele Pitts Home into a Sunday School, but to permit the children to be
exposed to the concepts and liberating ideas of Christian education. It is the
hopes that the persons for whom the curriculum is designed are both affected by
the context and effect the context.
What is most vital in the context is the means of communication. If the
context is not communicated — then all efforts will be in vain. (Here again, means
of communication will be seen in the section titled - Methodology)
The context in the general sense is the development of the children at
Carrie Steele Pitts Home in relationship to self, God, and the world.
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A. Place - Carrie Steele Pitts Home
Atlanta, Georgia
B. Biweekly - (Private Conferences and Group Activities not
included in the biweekly sessions)
C. Classes - Children (9 years old and under)
Youth (10 - 12)
Junior High (13 - 15)
Senior High (16 - 18)
D. Staff Members - Directors of Christian Education, Teaching Staff,
Musician, Recreation Director
E. Statement of Purpose -
With regard to the difficulties encountered with the
exceptional child, it is vital to give the child, the
best means of total development by exposing them to
the liberating efforts of Christian Education. The
purpose of this proposal is to attempt to lift the
exceptional from his oppressed state of mind and
equip him with the tools of self-awareness, personal
efficacy and personal responsibility.
METHODOLOGY
Learning is a vital part of the Methodology for this reason I have
choosen to list the learning task under this section. Motivation has a
significant bearing on what will be learned and if what is being taught
will be learned. For this reason - it is important that each class of
students be motivated according to his own level of understanding, and
this becomes even more vital in dealing with the exceptional child.
The learning task given by Cooperative Curriculum Project are
as follows:




(Within the Methodology - I will incorporate the learning task.)
The following techniques will be used in the teaching learning




2. One - two talk over
3. Question - answer
4. Discussion groups
5. Buzz groups

















23. Plays (Dramatic Productions)
24. Creative writing
25. Worship





30, Combination of Procedures
In using any of the following techniques, there are certain factors that
must be taken into consideration. The age and size of the groups are two factors.
Certain techniques will not be useful to a group such as puppets with the Senior
Highs or discussions with a group of thirty or problem solving with children. The
procedures must always move toward the goal set by the leader. The group must be
ready for the procedures; and the group must be ready when a new procedure is
introduced.
The following are examples of techniques that may be used for effective
learning;
A. The Lecture Method; Senior High
1. Divide the class into two groups
2. Lecture
3. Each group appoints a leader
4. Leader of each group reports on what he/she feels
highlights of the lecture were
5. Plant questions to stimulate discussion
6. Keep the Lecture informal (conversational)
B. Groups Discussion; Senior High
1. Post questions on relevant issues
2. Divide the group into two or three small groups
3. Have the leader of each group record the comments
4. Call groups together and compare comments
C. Puppet-show; Children's Group
1. Have the puppets Involved in some type of conflict
2. Take notes of reaction on children
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3. Let the conflict be settled
(fighting)
in a negative manner
4. Feedback from groups
5. Evaluate feedback
6. Raise questions to find out
the children would respond
information as to how
in this given situation
D. Role - playing; Junior High
1. Have the young people create a situation
2. Assign roles
3. Record results
These methods (C and D) are useful in finding out where the children and
what their feelings are about certain life situation. It would be useful to use
the above procedures as the introductory method to Involve the interest of the
children and to discover attitudes about life situation.
In dealing with the execution of any of these procedures, there are certain
variables that may affect the effectiveness of the method being used. It is vital




Participation (within the group)
Interaction
Individual Behavior
Communication (at the level of the group)
Cohesion
Anxieties




As stated, some of the methods used will serve as a means of finding out
where the students are. One of the most effective means of finding out where
people are in life and liberating them is suggested by Paulo Freire in his book.
Pedagogy of the Oppressed. Freire is concerned with lifting those persons
subjected to oppression to a realm of awareness, therefore I can identify with
Freire, for this is the function of this curriculum plan. As a solution to the
problems of oppression, Freire says to educate them. At first glance of this
statement - you might feel that many oppressed people have been educated but the
problem still exist. The author of Pedagogy of the Oppressed offers a method
of educating the oppressed through the means of dialogue. He states that the
way of liberating the oppressed is be causing them to speak out, causing the
oppressed to Interact therefore Improving the image of self.
Within the method used, it will by my aim to use the means of liberating
suggested by Freire. An attempt would be made to cause the children of the Home
to be active participants in the process of Christian education. Reality is the
situation that we find ourselves in daily and the basic aim of the curriculum
is to start with reality in its real sense. Not to talk about reality as if it
were motionless and predictable. The basic foundation upon which this curriculvim
is built is to expound upon topics that are not alien to the existential experience
of the children. The key to success behind this method is not to preach or lecture




Can the needs of the exceptional persons of the Carrie Steele Pitts
Home be served through this curriculum plan? I have attempted to construct
this curriculum to focus on the state of mind of the oppressed which is the
function of Black theology. I attempted to focus my thoughts on psychological
liberation as opposed to mental bondage, by meeting these exceptional persons
where they are in life. I strongly believe that the Black church, through
Christian education, has the greatest opportunity to deal with oppression.
James Cone in his book, A Black Theology of Liberation suggest that,
it is God's active involvement in the life of men, past and present, that makes
right what men have made wrong. If this is true, then it is through Christian
education and Black theology that the needs of the children of the Carrie Steele
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